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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.passengers; 

if OrigPassengers = then 

OrigPassengers = 100; 

TransPassengers = 100; 

OrigPassengers = .; 

NonPaying = 10; 

TotalPassengers = sum (OrigPassengers, TransPassengers); run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the TOTALPASSENGERS variable in the output data set? 

A. 100 

B. 110 

C. 200 

D. (missing numeric value) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data test; 

set sasuser.employees; 

if 2 le years_service le 10 then 

amount = 1000; 

else if years service gt 10 then 

amount = 2000; 

else 

amount = 0; 

amount_per_year = years_service / amount; 

run; 



Which one of the following values does the variable AMOUNT_PER_YEAR contain if an employee has been with the
company for one year? 

A. 0 

B. 1000 

C. 2000 

D. (missing numeric value) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The following SAS program is submitted; 

data work.test; 

First = `lpswich, England\\'; 

City = substr(First,1,7); 

City_Country = City!!\\' , `!!`England\\'; 

run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the variable CITY_COUNTRY in the output data set? 

A. lpswich!! 

B. lpswich, England 

C. lpswich, `England\\' 

D. lpswich , England 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A raw data record is listed below: 

----I----10---I----20---I----30 s On, Travis, 

The following output is desired: 

relation fristname son Travis 



Which one of the following SAS programs reads the data correctly? 

A. data family/dIm = ` , `; infile `file-specification\\'; input relation $ firstname $; run; 

B. options dIm = ` , `; data family; infile `file-specification\\'; input relation $ firstname $; run; 

C. data family; infile `file-specification\\' dim = ` , `; input relation $ firstname $; run; 

D. data family, infile `file-specification\\'; input relation $ firstname $ / dIm = ` , `; run; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When the following SAS program is submitted, the data set SASDATA.PRDSALES contains 5000 observations: 

Iibname sasdata `SAS-data-Iibrary\\'; 

options obs = 500; 

proc print data = sasdata.prdsales (firstobs = 100); run; 

options obs = max; 

proc means data = sasdata.prdsales (firstobs = 500); run; 

How many observations are processed by each procedure? 

A. 400 for PROC PRINT 4500 for PROC MEANS 

B. 401 for PROC PRINT 4501 for PROC MEANS 

C. 401 for PROC PRINT 4500 for PROC MEANS 

D. 500 for PROC PRINT 5000 for PROC MEANS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The SAS data set named WORK.TEST is listed below: 

Which one of the following SAS programs created this data set? 

A. data work.test; capacity= 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then airplanetype = `Large\\' and staff = 10; else airplanetype
= `Small\\' and staff = 5; run; 

B. data work.test capacity= 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then do; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff= 10; end; else do;
airplanetype = `Small\\'; staff = 5; end; run; 



C. data work.test; capacity = 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then do; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff = 10; else do;
airplanetype = `Small\\'; airplanetype = `Small\\'; staff = 5; end; run; 

D. data work.test;D.data work.test capacity = 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then; airplanetype = `Small\\'; airplanetype =
`Small\\'; staff = 5; else; airplanetype = `Large\\'; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff= 10; run; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

On which portion(s) of a SAS data set does the PRINT procedure report? 

A. the data portion only 

B. the descriptor portion only 

C. the descriptor portion and the data portion 

D. neither the data portion nor the descriptor portion 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

The contents of the raw data file TYPECOLOR are listed below: 

----|----10----|----20----|----30 

Daisyyellow 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data flowers; infile typecolor\\'; input type $ 1-5 +1 color$; run; 

Which one of the following represents the values of the variables TYPE and COLOR? 

A. type color daisy yellow 

B. type color daisy ellow 

C. type color daisyyellow (missing character value) 

D. No values are stored as the program fails to execute fails to execute due to syntax errors. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 9



The following SAS program is submitted: 

data_null; 

set old; 

put sales 1 sales2; 

run; 

Where is the output written? 

A. the SAS log 

B. the raw data We that was opened last 

C. the SAS output window or an output file 

D. the data set mentioned in the DATA statement 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The SAS data set SASUSER.HOUSES contains a variable PRICE which has been assigned a permanent label of
"Asking Price". 

Which one of the following SAS programs temporarily replaces the label "Asking Price" with the label "Sale Price" in the
output? 

A. proc print data = sasuser.houses; label price = "Sale Price"; run; 

B. proc print data = sasuser.houses label; label price "Sale Price"; run; 

C. proc print data = sasuser.houses label; label price = "Sale Price"; run; 

D. proc print data = sasuser.houses label = "Sale Price"; run; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.empsalary; 

set work.people (in = inemp) 

work.money (in = insal); 

if insal and inemp; 



run; 

The SAS data set WORK.PEOPLE has 5 observations, and the data set WORK.MONEY has 7 observations. How
many observations will the data set WORKEMPSALARY contain? 

A. 0 

B. 5 

C. 7 

D. 12 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.test; 

set work.staff (keep = jansales febsales marsales); array diff_sales{3} difsales1 - ditsales3; 

array monthly{3} jansales febsales marsales; 

run; 

Which one of the following represents the new variables that are created? 

A. JANSALES, FEBSALES and MARSALES 

B. MONTHLY1, MONTHLY2 and MONTHLY3 

C. DIFSALES1, DIFSALES2 and DIFSALES3 

D. DIFF_SALES1, DIFF_SALES2 and DIFF_SALES3 

Correct Answer: C 
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